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Abstract. Knife grinding machines – the basic process equipment for mill fibrous materials in a 
pulp and paper industry. In article the forces arising knife gap a backlash at mill chip and fibrous 
weight of high concentration are investigated. It is centrifugal force, force of friction of a semi 
finished item about grinding disks, force of pressure steam and axial force. Steam can promote 
promotion or, on the contrary, braking of movement of a semi finished item in knife gap a 
backlash. The contact task is considered and solved in view of a thermal emission in a zone mill. 
Formulas for definition of contact temperatures in a zone mill are received. Settlement values of 
temperature prove to be true experimental researches. The maximal temperature in a zone of 
contact is observed in a zone 0.50-0.70 radiuses sets. This zone coincides with a zone of the 
maximal pressure in which there is a zone of zero speed steam. Current steam is investigated in 
the field of contact of a rotor and stator. Conditions of movement pair from a zone of zero speed 
steam to periphery and to the center of grinding disks are revealed. Movement pair to the center 
of grinding disks is undesirable. Thus productivity of a mill decreases and hydrodynamic impacts 
grow by elements of a design of a mill. Such mode of movement steam depends on technological 
and regime factors mill and quite often arises at mill chips in manufactures of a 
thermomechanical and chemical-thermomechanical wood pulp. The steam is recommended to 
delete directly from a zone of zero speed. 
1. Introduction 
Knife grinding machines - the basic process equipment for mill fibrous materials in a pulp and paper 
industry. Power of the drive of these machines reaches tens of megawatts. Efficiency of the knife 
grinding machines does not exceed one percent [1]. At grind of spill and mass of high concentration a 
lot of steam [1, 2] which is used further in production is emitted. The relevance of researches is 
confirmed by a set of publications of pilot studies of thermal emission at grind [3-6]. In article the 
attempt to consider a contact task at grind [7] taking into account thermal emission is for the first time 
made. The contact problem at mill semi finished items in view of a thermal emission and forces in knife 
grinding machines will consist of three parts: definitions of distribution of temperature on radius sets; 
definition of forces in intestine knife a backlash; definition of the pressure arising from thermal 
deformation of details of a mill. The technique of definition of temperature pressure in set of a mill is 
developed in work [8]. 
In intestine knife a backlash knife grinding machines the fibrous semi finished item is exposed to 
influence of normal, radial and tangential forces [1-3]. The purpose of article is the research of contact 
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thermal emission and development of techniques and recommendations at design and modernization of 
the knife grinding machines. 
2. Methods and Materials  
Using “a principle of a microscope” [9] we shall stretch a vicinity of a point of contact of a knife of a 
rotor and stator and we shall present the circuit of contact (Figure 1). At researches we count, that rotor 
and stator disks – absolutely rigid bodies, knifes sets of a rotor and stator are parallel also area of contact 
much more surpasses intestine knife a backlash between a rotor and stator. 
Let at the moment of time t = 0 rotor starts to rotate concerning axis Y with constant speed   (Figure 
1), and stator remains motionless. In the field of contact stator and rotor there are the forces ( )F t  
connected by contact pressure p(t) by nonlinear dependence ( ) ( )F t k p . Let's allocate a ring dr a 
fibrous semi finished item in weight dm areas of contact in intestine knife a backlash S we will also 
consider forces operating on a semi finished product (Figure 2). 
 
  
Figure 1. The circuit of contact of knifes of a 
rotor and stator: 1 – stator; 2 – rotor 
Figure 2. Forces, working on a semi finished 
item: 1 – stator; 2 – rotor; 3 – zone of zero 
speed steam; 4 – a fibrous layer 
3. Calculations 
3.1Forces arising in intestine knife a backlash 
The radial force promoting moving of a semi finished item on radius sets 
1 2        r c r r ndF dF dF dF dF    ,      (1) 
where cdF  – centrifugal force; 1 2,r rdF dF  – force of friction of a semi finished item about stator and 
rotor disks; ndF  – force of influence steam on a semi finished item. “+” in the formula (1) it is used 
when steam promotes movement of a semi finished item to periphery sets, and “–” when steam 
movement of a semi finished item brakes. 
Force of influence steam on a semi finished item depends on a degree of compression of a semi 
finished item which in turn depends from intestine knife a backlash and a degree of his filling. As this 
force depends from elastoviscous characteristics of the semi finished item [1, 2, 5-7]. Steam on a semi 
finished item in directions X, Y, Z it is possible to write down force of influence as 
 2, , , ,( ) ( ) ( )nx ny nz n n n x y zdF f r V r A r dm      (2) 
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where nf  – factor of friction between the ferry and a semi finished item; ( )n r  – density steam on 
radius r; ( )nV r  – speed steam on radius r; , ,( )x y zA r  – an aerodynamic surface of a ground semi finished 
item on radius r in directions X, Y, Z; dm – weight of a semi finished item on an infinitesimal ring 
intestine knife a backlash. 
The centrifugal force working on a semi finished item 
2
cdF rdm        (3) 
where   – angular speed of rotation of a rotor; r – the current radius sets. 
Force of friction of a semi finished item about disks in a radial direction 
1,2 1 2 4 ( )r r r rdF dF dF f rp r dr        (4) 
where fr  – factor of friction of a semi finished item about set in a radial direction; p(r) – axial pressure 
upon a semi finished item upon radius r. Definition of this pressure is executed in works [1, 4, 6, 10-
14]. This pressure depends on properties of a semi finished item and his characteristics loading.  
Force of friction of a semi finished item about disks in a tangential direction 
1 2 4 ( )t t t tdF dF dF f p r rdr        (5) 
where ft – factor of friction of a semi finished item about set in a tangential direction. 
Capacity for overcoming tangential and radial forces of friction of a semi finished item about set 
2 2
, 1
4 , ( )
r
t r tr
N f rp r r dr         (6) 
The axial force working on a semi finished item in an axial direction 
2 2
1 1
2 ( )
r r
s nyr r
F p r rdr dF dr        (7) 
The force working on a semi finished item in a radial direction 
2 2
1 1
4 ( )
r r
r r nzr r
F f rp r dr dF dr        (8) 
The force, working on a semi finished item in a tangential direction 
2 2
1 1
4 ( )
r r
nxr r
Ft ftrp r dr dF dr        (9) 
where , ,ny nz nxdF dF dF  – force influences steam on a semi finished item dm accordingly in directions 
Y, Z, X.  
Total force working on a semi finished item in the field of contact of a rotor and stator 
( )s r t cF F F F F k p    
    
, where k – nonlinear factor, p – pressure in a zone of contact. 
Steam goes from the center of a disk (Figure 2) to his periphery at 
c t rF F F 
  
       (10) 
and from periphery to the center of a disk at 
c t rF F F 
  
      (11) 
Current of a fibrous semi finished item and steam in intestine knife a backlash is shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Current of a fibrous semi finished item and steam in intestine knife a backlash disk in knife 
grinding machines:  – a semi finished item (chips);  – steam. 
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3.2. Contact problem in view of a thermal emission in a zone mill 
For definition of contact temperature it is necessary to define contact temperatures of surface sets of a 
rotor and stator. For this purpose it is necessary to consider a problem of heat conductivity of a rotor 
and stator at presence of sources of heat in a zone of their contact, i.e. on an axis Z (Figure 1). Actually 
the thermal emission occurs not on an axis Z, and in a thin layer between a rotor and stator. Thermal 
properties of this layer where there is a ground fibrous material, rather it is not homogeneous on 
thickness. So that correctly to formulate boundary conditions of a problem of heat conductivity in a 
layer between a rotor and stator mills, it is necessary to solve all over again a problem of heat 
conductivity for non-uniform on thermal to properties of a layer of thickness s with the sources of heat 
distributed in it. 
If to neglect a small share of capacity of work of forces of the friction, going on deterioration and 
elastic deformation of a rotor and stator the quantity of heat Q allocated in unit of time on unit of the 
area a constant, it is possible to present the formula [15]: 
( ) ( )Q VF t Vk p        (12) 
where V – speed of sliding of knifes of a rotor on knifes stator. 
Let's consider the one-dimensional equation of heat conductivity: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )y T y f y         (13) 
where ( ), ( ), ( )T y y f y  – temperature, factor of heat conductivity and the distributed sources of heat 
of a fibrous layer.  
Let's consider boundary conditions on borders of a layer: 
at 1 1 1/ 2, , ( / 2)y s T T s T T      ,         (14) 
at 2 2 2/ 2, , ( / 2)y s T T s T T       ,        (15) 
where T1 and T2 – temperature stator and  rotor; 1 2,   – factors of heat conductivity of materials stator 
and rotor. 
Conditions (14) and (15) are usual conditions of equality of temperatures and streams of heat between 
contacting bodies. We shall notice, that 2( / 2)s    and 1( / 2)s   by virtue of a continuity of 
transition thermal properties of a layer to thermal to properties of a rotor and stator on borders / 2y s   
and / 2y s . It is logical to write down, that 
/2
/2
( )
s
s
f d Q         (16) 
where Q it is defined by expression (12). Integrating the equation (13) once and taking into account 
conditions (14) and (15) we shall receive 
2 2 1 1 ( )T T Q Vk p          (17) 
Integrating the equation (13) again in view of conditions (14) and (15) 
/2
1 2 2/2
0
( ) ( ) 2
( )
s s
s
dy sT T f d T
y
             (18) 
where 
/2
/2
0
1 1
( )
s
s
d
s

    . 
Estimating the right part of expression (18), it is possible to write down 
1 2 2 2
0
sT T T         (19) 
1 2 2 2 1 1
0 0 0
s s sT T Q T T              (20) 
As the backlash s between sets of a rotor and stator is small, we shall accept for T1 – T2 average value 
between the top and bottom estimations. In result we shall receive a known [16] condition for no ideal 
thermal contact 
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2 2 1 2 1 2
2 ( )T T T T
r
     ,     (21) 
where 
0
sr   – contact resistance. The more pressure p(t), the more densely contact of a rotor and stator 
and is less r, i.e. r = r(p),	 where r(p) – monotonously decreasing function. For simplicity of calculations 
we count, that r – a constant. 
Let's consider a problem with disks with fixed on them plate. At y = –s/2 we shall accept conditions 
(17) and (21). At an idle mill the temperature of a rotor and stator is constant and equal to an ambient 
temperature. This temperature can be accepted for a reference mark, i.e. T0 = 0, signify T1 = 0 at y = h1 
and T2 = 0 at y = –h2. Temperatures stator and a rotor in the field of contact we shall designate 
accordingly through 1 2,
k kT T . Then from the equations of heat conductivity sets 0 ( 1,2)iT i   we shall 
find temperatures of a rotor and stator 
1 1 2 2
1 2
(1 ), (1 )k ky yT T T T
h h
         (22) 
1 2 2
1
1 2 2 1 1 2
( ) ( 2 )
2( )
k Vk p h r hT
r h h

   
   , 
2 1 1
2
1 2 2 1 1 2
( ) ( 2 )
2( )
k Vk p h r hT
r h h

   
       (23) 
Results of calculations of change of temperature on radius sets of a rotor and stator at mill fur-tree 
chips on a mill with radius of a disk 750 mm and peak pressure in a zone of contact p = 100 МPа are 
submitted in figure 4. Settlement values of temperature prove to be true experimental researches [17-
21]. 
Mechanical and thermal properties of materials of a rotor and stator, as a rule, are identical. The 
maximal temperature in a zone of contact is observed in a zone 0.50-0.70 radiuses disk knife grinding 
machines. This zone coincides with a zone of the maximal pressure steam in which there is a zone of 
zero speed steam. Steam from this zone can move to periphery or to the center of grinding disks (Figure 
4), depending on conditions (10) and (11). Movement steam to the center of grinding disks is 
undesirable, productivity of a mill decreases and hydrodynamic impacts grow by elements of a design 
of a rotor and stator. Such mode of movement steam depends on technological and regime factors mill 
and quite often arises at mill chips in manufactures of a thermomechanical and chemical-
thermomechanical wood pulp. Therefore, for elimination of this mode the steam is recommended to 
delete steam directly from a zone of zero speed. 
 
Figure 4. Change of temperature in a zone of contact of a rotor and stator at mill fur-tree chips in a mill in 
knife grinding machines. 
4. Conclusions 
Techniques for definition of temperature and forces are developed and approved at mill in knife grinding 
machines. 
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The maximal temperature in a zone of contact is observed in a zone 0.50-0.70 radiuses disk knife 
grinding machines. And the zone of the maximal temperatures in a zone of contact coincides with a zone 
of zero speed steam. 
Current steam is investigated in the field of contact of a rotor and stator. Conditions of movement 
steam from a zone of zero speed steam to periphery and to the center of grinding disks are revealed. 
The steam for reduction of hydrodynamic impacts by elements of a design of a mill is recommended 
to delete steam directly from a zone of zero speed. 
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